MARSHALL VIEWPOINT

32,400 sq. ft. / 0.3 Ac.

Condemn, 1902: 'for public square.
1904: named "Phelps Park"

Gift: 1915: W. Marshall + wife

The original portion was named in honor of Admiral Tomp. S. Phelps
who, in 1836, was an officer aboard the
prow of the Decatur and gave
apparatus assistance to the
November of pioneers in the "Battle
of Seattle" with the Indians. The
park was the home where the Decatur
lay of anchor." [Decatur honors Stephen
Decatur, Am. Naval officer, won greatness of
Europe in "most daring act of the age (1807)."
by bringing pirates of Algiers, Tripoli, home to Jones.

Gifted in 1915: William Marshall

1916: Design by Francis Beaux, Env. 1917: Final design complete
Retaining wall + steps down to lower level at 85.4 ft
from 75.4 ft. to W. to W. Galen, with ornamental
lights along balustrade.
M.T. elements + pole along base of retaining wall.
Horse town: W. Galen.

No sidewalk along east side of blvd; one along balustrade.
Sidewalks on north along as bridge.

31.39 Acres = 3.69 miles long

Condemn, 1907: 1100 (217,000) / 60,000

3.69 miles long

Gift: 1915: W. Marshall + wife

Farewell, 1916: 9,295,000, 88.6 ft.

Pavement orientation: Env. 1916

Blvd, identification "erased" by various "Street
Naming Ordinances".
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